Do not wait in line - Fill out, print and bring the Agreement with you.

Specialized Bike Park Krvavec Rules and Terms of use
1. Riding on the tracks of Bike Park Krvavec (the bike park) is on your own risk and
responsibility.
2. The operators of the bike park, ŠD Bambi and Company RTC Krvavec are not responsible for any
body injuries, bike or bike equipment damages, or in case of stealing bike or bike equipment,
that could happen during the use of the bike park.
3. In case the user is under the influence of alcohol or drugs, use of the bike park is FORBBIDEN.
Notice to Riders, Parents and Guardians
4. Injuries are a common and expected part of mountain‐biking. We strongly suggest that full
face helmets, full length gloves, biking armor and a full suspension bike be used in the Bike
Park.
5. More challenging terrain and features should not be attempted unless the rider has the
appropriate skills, experience and equipment to effectively negotiate such trail sections. Please
speak to ŠD Bambi for more information regarding mountain‐biking at Bike Park Krvavec.
6. The route is not under constant supervision. We would like to remind people to carry a mobile
phone and have a local emergency contact available. In case of an accident call the number 112
and inform them of the colour of the signs along the route. Different colours denote the zone of
the route in which you are situated.
Emergency contact: 112
The Bike Park Krvavec is a significantly different experience from cross country riding.
The trails require constant physical and mental effort in order for all riders to maintain
control.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE ROUTE
DISTANCE: 3,7 miles (6 km)
ASCENT: 2788 feet (850 m)
GRADE: trail is difficult and convenient for experienced mountain cyclers
Clothing
Protective clothing and equipment is mandatory for young riders. The best protection from
abrasion requires a properly fitted full‐faced helmet, gloves, long pants, long sleeves, leg armour,
arm armour and solid running shoes.
Equipment
The Bike Park trails are specifically designed for full suspension mountain bikes. The trails are rocky,
bumpy and become much more difficult without high quality suspension. Without full suspension,
fatigue becomes a factor much sooner. The steep grades necessitate disc brakes for adequate
stopping power. Cantilever brakes will increase the fatigue factor as more effort will be required to
maintain control. All Bike Park participants should ride a properly sized bike and should be able to
stand over the seat with their feet flat on the ground. A bike that is too large or with a high seat
post increases the risk of injury.
Trails
The level of risk increases with the level of difficulty. Black trails often have significant drops and
jumps that require skill and experience to navigate. Young riders become a hazard to other riders if
they are unable to ride a trail or move out of the way. Children should be accompanied by an adult
at all times and should be monitored for fatigue regularly.
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Lifts: Bikes are permitted on the cable car to Krvavec and 4-chair-lift Tiha dolina.
Boarding the lift requires significant strength when loading a bike and children may require
assistance.
7. The tracks of the bike park are not appropriate for absolute begginers (pay attention at the
description of difficulty level of the tracks and coloured marks of the tracks: blue – easy track, red
– demanding track, black – very demanding track).
8. The first ride should be intended for getting to know the tracks and their obstacles.
9. It is compulsory to follow the marks and signs alongside and on the tracks and other information
told by the bike park management.
10. Adjust the riding speed to your biking skills and conditions on the tracks.
11. Faster bikers must choose the line of the ride so that they do not endanger the bikers in front of
them.
12. Stopping on the demanding and /or on non‐visible parts of the tracks, except in emergency, is
forbbiden. In case you must stop on the track, leave it as soon as possible. Before going back
on the track again, make sure you do not endanger yourself or others.
13. Do not endanger other bikers, especially less skilled ones.
14. Do not leave marked tracks and ride only on marked ones. Cycling out of the marked track of
the bike park is forbbiden.
15. Riding on the closed parts of the bike park is strictly forbidden. There can be maintenance in
progress.
16. It is strictly forbbiden for users to rearrange or change the course of the tracks of the bike park,
or any obstacles on them.
17. Walking on the tracks of the bike park, climbing them on foot or cycling , because of security
reasons, is strictly forbbiden.
18. In case you are a participant or a witness of an accident, inform immediately emergency
number 112.
19. In case of bad weather conditions and /or any maintenance in progress, the management has
the right to change the opening hours of the bike park.
20. Before the use of the cable car the bike has to be cleaned.
21. In case of violation the bike park rules, recommendations and obligations, your bike park ticket
will be immediately taken away (either it is daily, season or annual ticket).
With my signature I guarantee , that I have read the Terms of use in detail, and therefore I am
informed about the rights and the obligations of the users of the Bike Park. I therefore agree that
I will ride on my own responsibility and risk, and that in case of injury I will not pass the
responsibility on the management of the bike park.
Name and Surname:_______________________

Date of visit:______________________

Address:_________________________________
Zip code and town: ________________________
Signature: ________________________
Country:_________________________________
E‐mail:_____________________________
With my signature I allow that the company RTC Krvavec d.d. the data on this statement collects, uses and processes for
the following marketing and communication purposes: modeling, consumer profiling, handling past purchase behavior and
forwarding offers and advertising material and implementation of direct marketing via mail, e-mail, in accordance with the
Zakon o varstvu osebnih podatkov ZVOP-1. My personal information the company may be kept and used until revocation
this declaration.

